“Welcome to Techno India, an organization that takes pride in shaping aspirations and dreams and bringing them to fruition. Techno India Group is in the business of disseminating knowledge and skills required for the demanding economy of the twenty-first century. Techno India is about creating a better tomorrow. This is our fundamental pledge and I seek your participation in this worthy goal. Please join us in our efforts to enrich lives in every possible way we can.”

Prof. (Dr.) Goutam RoyChowdhury  
Chairman, Techno India Group  
Chancellor, Techno India University, West Bengal

How was Techno India Group founded?

“Successful people have the global mindset to achieve immense in life. The global presence is highly significant for every student to comprehend the interconnectedness of people, education and business across the globe that eventually leads to global, cultural, political and economic integration. It is the privilege one gains to move and communicate easily with others to value the cultural background behind religion, war, terrorism and more before one can make a knowledgeable verdict. My wishes are with Techno India University as an internationally acclaimed institution to enrich their broader reach from the local to the global. A platform is required to understand the global marketplace that has the skills to work. Many international companies have identified the need for a workforce that has the skills to work cross-culturally, identify, and serve the needs of a global market. More global education programs, workshops must be appreciated to increase visibility of the institute with an assortment of subjects on the serve. I strongly support the global presence of the university and wish everyone to expand, evolve and explore for the enhanced vision.

Manoshi RoyChowdhury  
Co-Chairman, Techno India Group

“Innovation First  
That’s the only way forward for academia now to help redefine the post-covid world. Luckily at Techno India University, we have had that approach since the day of inception. Building the innovation mindset amongst its students is our first priority and we will continue our endeavors on this path with all of our state-of-the-art facilities and resources to propel Bengal into the future.”

Meghdut RoyChowdhury  
Director of Global Operations, Techno India Group
Techno India University, West Bengal was established in 2013. It is the first private university of the state of West Bengal, India having more than 7000+ local and international students across different courses of **Engineering, Management, Basic Sciences, Pharmacy, Law, Medical Sciences, Arts & Humanities**, in addition to several other courses on emerging technologies that have been curated by national and international experts keeping in mind the industry-academia relationship. Moreover, TIU is well-known for maintaining international standards when it comes to infrastructure, course curriculum and other notable amenities like:

- Centralized AC Smart Classrooms
- State-of-the-art Lab Infrastructure
- Well-equipped Physical & Digital Library
- R&D Labs (Include AR/VR, RPA Lab Pictures)
- WiFi-Enabled Campus
- Auditorium
- Cafeteria
- Sports Field
- Gymnasium
- Swimming Pool
- Recreational Zone (8 bit, movie screening, VR games, etc)
- Accommodation
- Transportation
- In-campus Banking Assistance
- Healthcare Centre
#10 reasons to be a part of Techno India University, West Bengal

1. **PROJECT-BASED LEARNING**
   Students gain knowledge & skills by working on live projects. They get the opportunity to explore real challenges and acquire deeper knowledge to resolve the issues.

2. **FOCUS ON RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT**
   TIU has laid a lot of emphasis on the establishment of centers for research and development. Students are encouraged to undertake research work under the guidance of eminent faculty members at different centers. The findings are then incorporated in the regular studies.

3. **HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT**
   TIU lays a comprehensive focus on holistic development through Yoga, Meditation, Taekwondo and Art of Living workshops.

4. **RICH INTELLECTUAL POOL**
   TIU boast of a rich pool of intellectual capital. A lot of focus has been laid while selecting the finest faculty. The faculty shares industry experience and a gist of their research with the students and makes sure that this transfer of Knowledge becomes a fruitful and an ineffaceable experience for the scholars.

5. **LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION LAB**
   A separate Language Lab makes English language learning, fun and very effective.
6 PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
Special programs are conducted to improve students’ Personality. Several training sessions on soft skills, etiquette, presentation skills, personal grooming, etc. are held, wherein all students participate.

7 TEACHING METHODOLOGY
The best faculty and technology-assisted indubitable teaching make the best concoction for students. In extension to the traditional classroom teaching, a number of other methods like web-based learning, live simulation exercises and project works are encouraged so as to make delivery of knowledge more effective and enjoyable.

8 CASE BASED PEDAGOGY
Case-based learning enhances the analytical and problem-solving skills of students, enabling them to apply in different management settings essential to the leadership of business/industry around the world.

9 STUDENT DRIVEN SOCIETIES & CLUBS
There are many Societies & Clubs such as Dance Society, Quiz & Debate Society, Sports Society, Entrepreneurship Cell etc to leverage students’ potential in planning, controlling and organizing the activities.

10 COSMOPOLITAN ENVIRONMENT
A cross-cultural and cosmopolitan environment where students from all over the globe rub their shoulders to develop competencies which help them in realizing their dreams of a successful career.
INFINITE OPPORTUNITIES
wait you

You just decide what you want to be, we have it all. Over 100 DIPLOMA, UG, PG & DOCTORATE PROGRAMS offered

- ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
- MANAGEMENT
- HUMANITIES
- ARTS
- BASIC SCIENCE
- COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
- PHARMACY
- LAW
- FILM MAKING
- DESIGN
- MEDICAL & PARAMEDICAL
- ARCHITECTURE

Avail Scholarships up to 100%*
*Terms and Conditions Apply
COURSES OFFERED

Engineering
B.Tech | B.Tech (Lat) | M.Tech | Ph.D
Computer Science & Engineering (CSE) | Agricultural Engineering (AE) | Biomedical Engineering (BME)

Management
BBA(H) | BBA(H)- B.Com, | BHAM(H) | MBA | MHA | BBA(H)+MBA | MBA | MBA+Ph.D | Ph.D
Rural Management | Social Entrepreneurship | Waste Management | IT Distribution & Int. Business | Media Management | Systems | Management & Data Analytics | Economic Management | Finance | HR Marketing | Hospital Management | Hotel Management | Innovation, Entrepreneurship & Venture Development | Sustainability Leadership & Social Impact | MBA in Supply Chain Management in collaboration with IIMM | MBA in Real Estate Valuation in collaboration with IVSC

Science
B.Sc (H) | M.Sc | Ph.D
Bio-Technology | Chemistry | Computer & Data Science | Cyber Security | Economics | Information Technology Physics | Mathematics | Media Science | Microbiology | Psychology

Humanities & Commerce
BA (H) | B.Com(H) | Psychology | MA | M.Gom | Ph.D
English | Accountancy | Mass Communication | Performing Arts (Music & Dance)
COURSES OFFERED

Pharmacy
B.Pharm | D.Pharm | Ph.D

Design
B. Des (4 Yrs. Bachelor Degree) | B.Sc (H) Design
Fine Arts | Visual Communication | Gaming Design

LAW
BBA - LLB | BA - LLB | BCA - LLB | B.Com - LLB | B.Tech - LLB | LLM | Ph.D

Computer Applications
BCA(H) | MCA (2 years) | Integrated BCA-MCA (5 years) | Ph.D

Architecture
B.Arch | M.Arch | Ph.D

Film Making
FA in Digital Film Making & VFX | B.Sc (H) in Motion Pictures
PLACEMENT

Opportunities

35 years of excellent placement record with more than 5 lakh(s) students placed globally in Fortune 500 and MNC’s like Microsoft, Google, Intel, IBM, TCS, Amazon, CTS, Paytm and many more with an annual package of Rs. 4 lakhs to Rs. 1 Crore.

CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE (COE)
Office of International Programs

In keeping with the vision of Techno India University, West Bengal to be a College of Global Choice, The Office of International Programmes (OIP) creates and expands international synergies with acclaimed global universities and institutions through cross-cultural and academic exchange programs. OIP facilitates collaborations and cooperation in education, research and academic activities by creating, developing and fostering international exchange programs. OIP facilitates establishing dialogues and interactions on global issues while inculcating and nurturing talents of students to take them on a global scale.

Vision & Mission

To create platforms of global exposure for the budding talents and inspirit their global competencies so as to embrace the challenges of a dynamic world with courage and confidence. OIP dedicates itself to:

• Develop a global perspective
• Facilitate the exchange of knowledge
• Promote respect and appreciation of global issues
• Foster learning in a new global environment, and
• Enhance inter-cultural interaction & understanding

Activities & Initiatives

• Faculty & Student Exchange Programmes
• International Internships
• International Admission Assistance
• Summer & Winter School
• Dual degree programs
• International Workshops
• Semester Exchange Programs
• Foreign Language classes
• Competitive examination assistance
INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS

Opportunities in 50+ Highly Ranked and Reputed partner Universities/Institutions for Student Exchange/Mobility Programmes (Semester Abroad, International Internships, International Summer/Winter Camps, and International Workshops & Conferences).

PARTNERS

ESIGELEC, Paris | KEDGE Business School, Paris | EURASIA, Berlin | American Business School, Paris | EU Business School, Munich | ENGAGE University, Paris | PACE University, USA | Manhattan College | WUFENG University, Taiwan | Binghamton University | Olin College of Engineering | University of Arts, London | Columbia University | Cambridge College | Stony Brook University | IUBAT, Bangladesh | Northern University, Bangladesh | Ecole Intuit Lab

and Many More..
GUIDELINES FOR ADMISSIONS
OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
[FOREIGN / International/Non-Resident Indian (NRI) students]
at Techno India University

Rules framed by University Grants Commission (UGC) and notified in its website www.ugc.ac.in will be followed for deciding the eligibility and admissions of International students to various courses offered in Techno India University, West Bengal. TIU has set up an 'International Students Relationship Cell' to deal with the admission and guidance of international students. This Cell will control the admission of international students and provide necessary guidance for securing admission.
Procedure for Admission

Step 1

International students should apply on a separate form prescribed for Foreign nationals/NRI/Sponsored candidates.

The candidate preferably has to apply/register on the prescribed form ONLINE only. He/she may also apply Offline. For this, the candidate may contact the Academic Executive office.

Step 2

Get the ‘Provisional Admission Offer Letter’ from the Academic Executive Office, in order to obtain the VISA (on payment of the non refundable advance amount of 30% of the total annual fee).

Step 3

Submit the ‘Provisional Admission Offer Letter’ to the Indian Embassy of the respective country for obtaining the ‘Student VISA’.

Step 4

Report at TIU for admission. Submit the below-mentioned documents (in original along with the attested photocopies) and get them verified by the Office of International Programs. a) Degree/ Pass Certificate of the qualifying examination b) Mark list of the qualifying examination c) ‘Student VISA’ in Original d) A photocopy of the Passport- duly attested by a Notary.

Note: The original certificates will be returned to the students immediately after making an endorsement to this effect.
Procedure for Admission

Step 5

Students are required to undergo the medical fitness examination and get a medical fitness certificate. As per government rules, all international students entering India on ‘Student VISA’ have to be tested for HIV and will not be given admission if found to be positive.

Step 6

For applicants who have undertaken their studies in a language other than English need to have a valid IELTS/TOEFL Score. It is mandatory for an International / NRI student, who either fails/Secures less than the desired scores or fails to appear in this proficiency test, to join the English Language Foundation Course of either 03 months or 06 months duration (depending on the scores secured in the proficiency test). In addition to the annual and other fees of the main program of study at TIU, students will also have to pay for this English Language Foundation Course as per the Institute prescribed fee structure.

Step 7

Admission of International /NRI students will be confirmed after verification of original certificates, medical fitness test and payment of required fees. Even after the admission, at any stage, if it is noted that the qualifying Degree/ Certificate is not valid, the admission of the candidate may be canceled. Withdrawal of admissions/ refund of fees cases will be dealt as per the guidelines of TIU in this regard.

Step 8

Within a week of arrival in India, students are required to register their names with the police in the ‘Foreigner Regional Registration Office (FRRO)’ For registration details please click https://indianfrro.gov.in/frro/

Discipline

International students should abide by all the rules of TIU and the code of conduct as applicable to Indian students enrolled in the same courses. Examination and Award of Degrees & Diplomas: The procedure for examination, payment of examination fees, issue of mark list, issue of passing certificates and award of degrees will be the same as for the Indian students doing the same courses.
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GET IN TOUCH

PROF. SOUMITRA SASMAL
Head - Office of International Programs
Techno India University, West Bengal
Email: soumitra@technoindiaeducation.com

SAYAN CHAKRABORTY
Coordinator - Alliance & Partnerships
Office of International Programs
Techno India University, West Bengal
Email: int.prog@technoindiaeducation.com

For queries related to admissions, please contact
Email: int.prog@technoindiaeducation.com
Contact: +91 8335061439 | Whatsapp: +91 8335061439
Techno India University, West Bengal
EM 4/1, Sector V, Salt Lake, Kolkata 700091